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Title: 
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Meeting:  Government Services Committee                  Date:  January 27, 2020 
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Executive Summary (if not budgeted please explain): 

In 2015, the City approved a Bridge Closure Policy, which functions as a guiding document for staff 

during extreme flooding along the Fox River.  The document outlines processes to follow regarding 

monitoring, closing and re-opening of the Illinois Street Bridge and the Indiana Street Pedestrian 

Bridge.  The policy functions as guidelines for staff to utilize when making judgments on actions to 

take or not take.   

Construction along First Street includes a lower river walk with a proposed safety railing.  As this new 

railing will be located within the Fox River floodway, staff will be inspecting the railing during and 

after flood events.  Due to the proximity of the lower river walk to the Illinois Street Bridge, staff has 

determined that the bridge closure policy is the most logical place to include the inspection guidelines 

for the lower river walk.   

The policy is being renamed as the City of St. Charles Fox River Monitoring Policy, as the policy has 

expanded to encompass more than the City’s bridges. 

Attachments (please list): 

* City of St. Charles Fox River Monitoring Policy

Recommendation/Suggested Action (briefly explain): 

Recommendation to approve an Update to the City’s Bridge Closure Policy, henceforth known as the 

Fox River Monitoring Policy. 



      
City of St. Charles Fox River Monitoring Policy 

IL Route 64 to Illinois Street Bridge 

 

Purpose : The City has drafted this policy to establish a procedure and set of guidelines regarding the 
monitoring, closure and re-opening of the local roadway bridges (crossing the Fox River) as a result of 
elevated river levels.  The policy also includes monitoring of the lower Riverwalk along the west bank of 
the Fox River from IL Route 64 to Illinois Street.  It is noted that the policy is a set of guidelines for 
individuals to use when making judgments on actions to take or not take and decisions regarding the 
status of the bridge and the lower Riverwalk railing. 

References : A variety of resources were reviewed in an effort to find a similar written policy regarding 
bridge closure and monitoring during flood events.  A directly comparable policy was not found. 
However, a similar policy with a focus on scour critical bridges was found in Federal Highway Authority 
literature and several state DOT’s (FHWA Memo dated July 24, 2003: Compliance with the National 
Bridge Inspection Standards; Plan of Action for Scour Critical Bridges).  The Scour Critical Bridge criteria 
were used as a guideline in developing the original City of St. Charles Bridge Closure Policy in 2015. 

Criteria for Determination of Bridge Closure 
The following criteria are identified as the primary elements to be evaluated when making a decision to 
close local roadway bridges crossing the Fox River or to re-open a bridge after it has been closed.  The 
decision to keep the bridge open or closed will be based on a combination of criteria and conditions.  In 
an effort to provide definitive guidelines, we have identified value ranges and a decision flowchart to 
assist with the decision making process. 

• River Stage 
• Site Inspection (visually changed condition) 
• River Stage Prediction (rising / falling) 
• Precipitation (24 – 48 hour forecast) both locally and upstream (Headwaters of Fox) 
• Coordination and communication with emergency services 

River Stage 
Perhaps the most critical criteria is the elevation of the river at the upstream face of the bridge.  The 
bearing seat elevation is considered to be the critical elevation relative to river stage.  Any water 
elevation within one foot of the bearing seat should be considered a flood event and put the City on 
alert status.  The bearing seat of the Illinois Street Bridge varies between piers and abutments but can 
be approximated at elevation 683.30.  If the water is at or above the bearing seat the policy requires 
closure of the local roadway / bridge.  Please note the bearing seat is below the low chord elevation 
however concerns with scour / water velocity and debris impacts that may compromise the condition of 
the bearings or supporting concrete pier are increased. 

Site Inspection 
Monitoring bridge and riverwalk pedestrian path conditions during a flood event is critical to note any 
cracking or settlement of walks, railings or pavement on or adjacent to the bridge or walking paths.  The 
following items should be observed and noted: 



      
o Settling of approach pavement. 
o Cracks or movement in joints on the bridge deck, sidewalk and railings. 
o Debris jams or ice (extent of debris suspended during event). 
o Concrete spalls or obvious cracking. 
o Superstructure vibration or movement. 
o Upstream and downstream bridge conditions as applicable. 
o Specifically inspection of the lower Riverwalk along the west bank of the Fox River from 

IL Route 64 to Illinois Street should occur. 

It is imperative that the inspector be familiar with pre-flood conditions and it is preferred that only one 
inspector be assigned to monitor conditions from the beginning of a flood event to the end.  Any 
observed cracking, spalling or settling should cause immediate closure of the bridge or path until further 
inspection can verify the integrity of the structure.  Also, excessive debris or ice in the river or structure 
vibration warrants closure of the bridge.   

River Stage Prediction 
River stage changes are important to consider in addition to the observed water elevation relative to the 
bearing seats.  River stage can be determined from the following web site: http://water.weather.gov.   

The Advance Hydrologic Prediction Service indicates current and historic river stage and predicts stage 
crest during a flood event.  This site provides information at Algonquin (upstream) and Montgomery 
(downstream). https://water.weather.gov/ahps/forecasts.php 

In addition to river levels, operation of the Stratton and Algonquin dams can have an impact on river 
elevations in St. Charles.  These dams are controlled and operated by IDNR.  Information regarding the 
operation including history, operation guide and current status can be found at 
http://www.dnr.illinois.gov/waterresources/pages/strattonlockanddam.aspx. 

In addition, the USGS WaterAlert program allows users to subscribe and receive daily or hourly updates 
about current conditions in rivers utilizing the same Fox River gages noted above.   For mobile access, 
USGS WaterNow allows users to send an email or text message to WaterNow@usgs.gov containing a 
USGS current-conditions gaging site number to quickly receive a reply with its most recently logged 
observation(s). 

Precipitation Prediction 
In conjunction with the predicted river stage, the precipitation forecast is important.  It is assumed the 
City has monitoring resources to obtain precipitation forecast.  In general, the 24 to 48 hour forecast is 
the most important to evaluate relative to the river stage prediction noted above.  If the river stage is 
not expected to rise, but there is significant rainfall in the forecast, consideration for bridge closure 
should be made.   

Communication and Coordination with Emergency Services 
The operating condition of adjacent bridges and roads relative to emergency services need to be 
considered.  Closure of any bridge could have an impact on response time particularly if an adjacent 
bridge or road is closed due to construction or weather conditions.   It is suggested agreement from 
police and fire departments be sought prior to any physical closure of any bridge.  These departments 

http://water.weather.gov/
https://water.weather.gov/ahps/forecasts.php
http://www.dnr.illinois.gov/waterresources/pages/strattonlockanddam.aspx
http://water.usgs.gov/wateralert/
http://water.usgs.gov/waternow/


      
would not judge if the closure is appropriate based on the standards set herein but is intended to give 
these departments the ability to “veto” a closure if they have an overriding public safety concern. 

Indiana Street Pedestrian Bridge 
It is noted that the pedestrian bridge over the Fox River at Indiana Street is a unique situation.  The 
Indiana Street pedestrian bridge has bearing seats at a slightly higher elevation than the Illinois Street 
Bridge and is aging beyond its useful life.  In the best interest of public safety, the closure of the Illinois 
Street Bridge shall cause the closure of the Indiana Street pedestrian bridge.   

Bridge Closure / Opening Operational Procedure:  
• Prior to a flood event 
• During a flood event – Alert Status 
• During Bridge Closure 
• After the flood event 

Prior to monitoring the following is recommended: 
• Determine what utilities are attached to the bridge and shutoff procedures to isolate these 

utilities.   
• Create a contact list for private utility companies. 
• Assign monitoring responsibilities within PW (primary, secondary, etc.). 
• Create a public relations contact list in the event of a closure. 

Before a flood event 
• Department of Public Works (assign individual) to monitor high water elevations and in 

particular seek field observation of Fox River elevation relative to low chord and/or bearings for 
the Illinois Street Bridge. 

• No formal documentation required, however, hand written notes are suggested/recommended 
including dates, times and general observations. 

• It is suggested/recommended to look upstream and downstream at adjacent stream conditions 
and bridges to see if anything unusual is observed.  Particularly observe the Lower Riverwalk 
area along the west bank.  Ensure flows remain unobstructed by the safety railing. 

• The Director of PW is notified when water is within one foot of the beam bearings.  The DPW 
determines if the condition is considered a “flood event” and the City on alert status.  If so, 
additional documentation and monitoring is required.  See below. 

During a flood event – Alert Status 
After the Director of PW reviews the observation and determines the condition to be a “flood event,” 
the following additional monitoring and documentation is recommended. 

• Determine the rainfall forecast and river stage forecast via NOAA Advanced Hydrologic 
Prediction Service. 

http://water.weather.gov/ 

• PW staff performs and documents observations noting time date, elevation reference to 
bearings and digital photos.  Determine trend of river stage (rising / falling).  Perform 
observations twice daily unless rapid changes in elevation are noted then more frequently. 

http://water.weather.gov/


      
• Notify Emergency personnel (Fire & Police) that the bridge is being monitored with a potential 

to be closed. 
• Verify road closure / detour route signage is available and ready. 
• Inspect for and document (See attached form): 

o Settling of approach pavement. 
o Cracks or movement in joints on the bridge deck, sidewalk and railings. 
o Debris jams or ice (extent of debris suspended during event). 
o Concrete spalls or obvious cracking. 
o Superstructure vibration or movement. 
o Upstream and downstream bridge condition.  
o Particularly observe and document conditions along the Lower Riverwalk area of west 

bank.   
• If water (turbulent or steady flow) is at the beam bearings and the river is documented to be 

rising and expected to continue rising or there is a forecast for rain, bridge closure is 
recommended.   The Director of PW should be notified to make a decision on bridge closure. 

• Fire and Police should be consulted as well to determine emergency call response concerns with 
closing the bridge.  Inspections should occur every 6 hours at a minimum.  The frequency of 
inspections is a judgment call based on precipitation / river stage forecast and prior 
observations.  Determine construction or other road closures that make the Illinois Street Bridge 
critical for emergency response. 

• If water is above the bearings and near the low chord elevation, the bridge shall be closed. Fire 
and Police shall be consulted as well to determine emergency call response concerns with 
closing the bridge. Inspections shall occur every 6 hours at a minimum. 

• Observe for debris blockages along the Lower Riverwalk area of the west bank.  Determine if 
observed debris jams can be safety removed. 

During Bridge Closure 
• Establish road blocks and detour route.  Implement signal modifications at the Illinois Street and 

S. 1st Street traffic signal and at the Illinois Avenue and Riverside Avenue traffic signal (flashing 
red). 

• Execute Public Relations contact procedure notifying: 
o All City Departments and Elected Officials 
o City St. Charles community members 
o Adjacent communities  
o School Districts 
o County and State EMA 
o Media outlets 

• Notify utility companies of bridge closure. 
• Monitor bridge every 4 hours, noting high water  elevation and inspecting for: 

o Settling of approach pavement 
o Cracks or movement in joints on the bridge deck, sidewalk and railings. 
o Debris jams or ice (extent of debris suspended during event) 
o Concrete spalls or obvious cracking. 
o Superstructure vibration or movement.  
o Upstream and downstream bridge condition.  



      
o Conditions along the Lower Riverwalk area of west bank.   

• Document inspections with written forms and digital photos. 
• Identify sources of emergency repair materials (asphalt, concrete, stone). 

After the flood event :  When water has receded to the beam bearing elevation and the river stage is 
falling and expected to continue falling and there is no significant precipitation in the forecast, the 
bridge shall be inspected one last time and may be opened to traffic / pedestrians as determined by the 
Director of PW. 

• Open road and return signals to normal operation. 
• Notify Public utilizing Public Relations contact procedure of opening. 
• Review documentation. Gather missing photos, reports, notes. 
• Inspecting bridge for: 

o Scour at piers or abutments. 
o Settling of approach pavement. 
o Cracks or movement in joints on the bridge deck, sidewalk and railings. 
o Debris jams or ice (extent of debris suspended during event). 
o Concrete spalls or obvious cracking. 
o Superstructure vibration or movement.  
o Upstream and downstream bridge condition. Particularly observe and document 

conditions along the Lower Riverwalk area of west bank.   
•  Review this policy for updates and additional detail. 

  



      
Bridge Inspection Form 

Location & Structure #:  -
___________________________________________________________ 

Date:  __________ Time:  ________________    Weather:  ____________________ 

Inspector:  _____________ 

            Above 

River Stage (based on gage or bearing seat)______________________   Ft.  At  

            Below 

Rainfall forecast 24 Hours  _____________  in. 48 Hours  _____________  in. 

River stage forecast Algonquin  _______________ Montgomery   _______________ 

Visual Observation 

A. Settling of approach pavement 

Yes   No 

Comments:____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

B. Cracks or movement in joints on the bridge deck, sidewalk and railings 

Yes   No 

Comments:____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

C. Debris jams or ice (note extent of debris suspended observed) 

Yes   No 

Comments:  
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________  



      
D. Concrete spalls or concrete cracking 

Yes   No 

Comments:____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

E. Superstructure vibration or movement 

Yes   No 

Comments:____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

F. Unusual upstream or downstream river / bridge condition 

Yes   No 

Comments:____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

G. Conditions along the Lower Riverwalk area of west bank.  Ensure flows remain unobstructed 
by the safety railing. 

Comments:____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

• If any box A-F is checked “yes” bridge closure is recommended.   

The Director of PW notified  PW Director Approved Closure - Yes or No 

Fire and Police notified  If yes, Public Relations Procedure Enacted   

Signage on standby 

Photos attached  or file location:  ___________________________________________ 

Miscellaneous Comments:  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________



      
___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Form Checked By :  ____________________ 
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